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It is one of the most 
exciting times:
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Fabiola Gianotti, ALTAS spokesperson!
Runner-up of 2012 Person of the year!
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In these Lectures, I wish to convey to you:!
!
•  This is truly an “LHC Revolution”, !
    ever since the “November Revolution” !
    in 1974 for the J/ψ discovery!!
!
•  It strongly argues for new physics !
    beyond the Standard Model (BSM).!

This discovery opens up!
a new era in HEP!!
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Outline!
 Lecture I: Higgs Sector in the SM!
!
   A. The Higgs Mechanism!
 1. A historic count !
 2. The spontaneous symmetry breaking!
 3. The Goldstone Theorem!
 4. The Higgs mechanism!
!
   B. The Higgs Boson Interactions!
 1. The Standard Model  !
 2. The Higgs boson interactions!
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   A. Higgs Boson Decay!
 1. Decay to fermions !
 2. Decay WW, ZZ!
 3. Decay through loops!
   B. Higgs Boson Production at the LHC!
 1. The leading channels  !
 2. The search strategies!
 3. Signal characteristics!
   C. Higgs Boson Production at e+e- colliders!
  D. Higgs Boson Production at a muon collider!

Lecture II: Higgs Physics at Colliders!
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  A. A Weakly Coupled Scalar?!
        1. The Higgs mechanism � Higgs boson!!
        2. Why not a heavier, broader Higgs?!
  B. SM Higgs Sector at Higher Energies!
        1. Triviality bound!
        2. Vacuum stability !
        3. Naturalness!
  C. New Physics associated with the Higgs!
        1. Supersymmetry!
        2. Extended Higgs sector !
        3. Composite Higgs !
        4. Coupling deviations from SM!
!

Lecture III: Higgs and Beyond!
  -- Motive for Physics Beyond SM!
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1. A historical Count:!
(a). Deep Root in QED !

Maxwell Equations   ➔ !
Lorentz invariance, U(1) Gauge Invariance !

Lect I. Higgs Sector in the SM!
     A. The Higgs Mechanism !

Although the electromagnetic fields in E(x,t), B(x,t) !
seem adequate for all practical purposes, the 
introduction of co-variant vector potential Aµ(x,t)!
is viewed as revolutionary!‡!

1). Lorentz/Local Gauge invariance manifest.!
2). Classically, geometrical interpretation: fiber bundles...!
3). Quantum-mechanically, wave function for the EM field.!

‡ Still with dispute: physical? redundancy?!
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Dirac’s relativistic theory:  !
Lorentz/Local gauge invariant!
➔ antiparticle e+ !

Feynman/Schwinger/Tomonaga !
          ➔ Renormalization!

* QED becomes the most accurate !
    theory in science.!

* The perturbation theory, thus Feynman 
diagram approach, the most successful aspect.!

current !

current !

EM field !
Quantum !

corrections!
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Warmup Exercise 1: !
!
For charge scalar field φ±, construct the locally 
U(1)em gauge invariant Lagranian and derive the 
Feynman rules for its EM interactions.!
!
Sketch a calculation for the differential and total 
cross section for the process:!
                         e+ e- ! φ+ φ-!
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(b). Build up the Weak Interactions!
beta decay n ! p+ e- ν ➔ Charged current interaction: W±!

   ν N ! ν N ➔ Neutral current interaction:Z0 !

Fermi was inspired by the EM curren-current 
interactions to construct the weak interaction.!

(parity violation  ➔  V-A interactions)!

The fact  GF = (300 GeV)-2  implies that:!
1. A new mass scale to show up at O(100 GeV).!
2. Partial-wave Unitarity requires new physics below!
                          E < 300 GeV!
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Exercise 2: !
Assume that the ν e ! ν e scattering amplitude to be!
                             M = GF Ecm2 !
estimate the unitarity bound on the c.m. energy.!
!
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(c). Idea of Unification:!
Within a frame work of relativistic, 

quantum, gauge field theory!

15!
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The birth of the Standard Model:!

16!
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The EW scale is fully open up:!

The EW Unifcation I: Couplings!

1984 Nobel!

17!
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The EW Unifcation II: !
Particle representation!

SU(3)c !

SU(2)L !

U(1)Y !

triplet!

doublet!

singlet!

(1979 Nobel)!
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BUT, !The local gauge symmetry prevents !
gauge bosons from acquiring masses!!

Worse, chiral fermion masses also forbidden!
by gauge symmetry! !

``The Left- and right-chiral electrons 
carry different Weak charges’’ �

(1957 Noble Prize)�
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Pauli’s Criticism:!

An Anecdote by Yang: SU(2) gauge symmetry!
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2. The Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking!
-- Nature May Not be THAT Symmetric:!

                     “The Lagrangian of the system may display !
                       an symmetry, but the ground state does not !
                       respect the same symmetry.” !
!

Known Example: Ferromagnetism!
!
Above a critical temperature, the system is !
symmetric, magnetic dipoles randomly oriented.!
Below a critical temperature, the ground state !
is a completely ordered configuration in which !
all dipoles are ordered in some arbitrary direction,!
                                     SO(3) ! SO(2)!
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Known Example: QCD condensation!
           Consider the two-flavor massless QCD:!

The concept of SSB: profound, common.!

QCD below ΛQCD becomes strong and 
forms condensate: !

Chiral symmetry breaking to iso-spin.!
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Y. Nambu was the first one to have formulated!
the spontaneous symmetry breaking in a relativistic!
quantum field theory (1960).!
!
He is the one to propose the understanding of the!
nucleon mass by dynamical chiral symmetry 
breaking: The Nambu-Jona-Lasinio Model.!

2008 Nobel Prize in physics: "for the discovery of the 
 mechanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in  
 subatomic  physics" 

 Be aware of the difference between the dynamical mass  
for baryons (you and me) and that of elementary particles 
by the Higgs mechanism.  !
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Exercise 3: !
Find (or make up) other examples for spontaneous 
symmetry breaking.!
!
Also, think about the relations between the fundamental 
theoretical formalisms (Newton’s Law; Maxwell 
Equations; Einstein Equation; Lagrangians...) and 
specific states for a given system (initial and boundary 
conditions of a system).!
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“If a continuous symmetry of the system is spontaneously 
broken, then there will appear a massless degree of 
freedom, called the Nambu-Goldstone boson.”!

Symmetry: [Q, H] = QH - HQ = 0!

Vacuum state:  H |0> = Emin |0>! But:  Q |0> ≠ 0 = |0’>!
 (QH - HQ)|0> = 0 = (Emin - H)|0’>, !
  thus: H |0’> = Emin |0’>!

There is a new, non-symmetric state |0’>, !
that has a degenerate energy with vacuum |0>, !
thus massless: the Nambu-Goldstone boson.!

3. The Goldstone Theorem!
-- A show stopper or helper?!
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The Goldstone Theorem (continued)!

Properties of the Nambu-Goldstone boson:!
1. Massless, gapless in spectrum!
3. Decouple at low energies:!
     <G| Q |0> ≠ 0,  <G(p)| jµ(x)|0> ~ e-ipx pµ v!
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A illustrative (Goldstone’s original) Model:!
(a). Background complex scalar field  Φ:!

For µ2 > 0, the vacuum is !
shifted, and thus spontaneous !
symmetry breaking.!

Invariant under a U(1) 
global transformation:!
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Particle spectrum:§!
Shift: !
!
Then:!

* R is a massive scalar: MR = √λ v.!
* I is massless, interacting.!
* Though not transparent, it can be verified:§ !
!
!
                  !
                  I does decouple at low energies!!
Exercise 4: Show this result by an explicit calculation.!
!

§ C. Burgges, hep-ph/9812468 !
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(b). Field  Φ Re-definition:!

We then see that:!
* the θ field is only derivatively coupled, !
   and thus decoupled at low energies!
* the θ field respects an inhomogeneous transformation!

Weinberg’s 1st Law of Theoretical Physics+:!
“You can use whatever variables you like. But if you used 
the wrong one, you’d be sorry.”!
Define:!
!
!
(this is like from the rectangular form to the polar form.)!

a phase rotation from the vacuum:!

* the χ(x) is massive radial excitation.!

+ C. Burgges, hep-ph/9812468 !
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QCD breaks the chiral symmetry dynamically:!

Known example: Chiral symmetry breaking!

(3+3) - 3 = 3 Goldstone bosons: π+, π-, π0!

In the non-linear formulation of the Chiral 
Lagrangian for the Goldstone bosons:!
!
!
necessarily derivative coupling.!
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The pion-pion scattering:!

in accordance with the Low Energy theorem.!
!
Chiral perturbation theory agrees well with the 
pion-pion scattering data,¶ supporting the 
Goldstone nature.!

Exercise 5: Linearize the Chiral Lagrangian for ππ 
interaction and calculate one scattering amplitude.¶!

¶ J. Donoghue et al., Dynamics of the SM.!
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Except the photon, no massless boson !
(a long-range force carrier) has been seen !
in particle physics! !

The pions are NOT massless, due to explicit 
symmetry breaking. They are “Pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone bosons”.!

“Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Bosons”!
When a continuous symmetry is broken both explicitly AND 
spontaneously, and if the effect of the explicit breaking is much 
smaller than the SSB, then the Goldstone are massive, governed 
by the explicit breaking, thus called:!
“Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons”.!
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4. The Magic in 1964:!
The “Higgs Mechanism”!

“If a LOCAL gauge symmetry is 
spontaneously broken, then the !
gauge boson acquires a mass by 
absorbing the Goldstone mode.”!

33!

PRL!

PLB!

PRL!

PRL!
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A illustrative (original) Model:¶!

¶ C. Quigg, Gauge Theories of the Strong ...!
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A illustrative (original) Model:¶!

After the EWSB,!

The gauge field acquires a mass, mixes with the Goldstone boson.      !
        Upon diagonalization:!
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the resultant Lagrangian is then:!

•  By virtue of a gauge choice - the unitary gauge,!
    the ζ-field disappears in the spectrum: a massless!
    photon “swallowed” the massless NG boson!!
                   Degrees of freedom count:!
          Before EWSB:                   After:!
  2 (scalar)+2 (gauge pol.);   1 (scalar)+3 (gauge pol.) !
•  Two problems provide cure for each other!!
      massless gauge boson + massless NG boson!
➞  massive gauge boson + no NG boson!
          This is truly remarkable!!

the Higgs boson!!
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Known example: Superconductivity!
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True understanding was the work of many 
hands, most notably:†!

• 1960: Nambu formulated spontaneous symmetry breaking for!
   chiral fermions to dynamically generate the nucleon mass  !
   (Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model)!
• 1961,1962: Goldstone theorem challenged the implementation !
   of spontaneous symmetry breaking for gauge symmetry: !
   No experimental observation for a massless Goldstone boson.!
• 1963: Anderson conjectured a non-relativistic version of a!
   massive Goldstone mode, the “plasmon” in superconductor.!
• 1964: Englert+Brout; Higgs; Guralnik+Hagen+Kibble!
   showed the U(1) photon mass generation mechanism, evading  !
   the Goldstone theorem in locally gauge invariant theory.§!

† Univ. of Edinburgh, Peter Higgs and  the Higgs Boson.!
§ Sidney Coleman:!
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“Evading the Goldstone Theorem” continues †!
•  1964: Higgs (PRL) first commented on the spin-zero !
    boson, in the revised version (upon Nambu’s request to!
    compare with the other’s works)¶!
•  1966: Higgs (PRD) laid out the scalar scattering/decay in an !
    Abelian U(1) model.‡ !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
•  1967: Weinberg (PRL) laid out the fermion mass generation,!
    formulated the SU(2)LxU(1)Y SM.!
!

¶ Peter Higgs: My Life as a Boson.!

¶!

† Univ. of Edinburgh, Peter Higgs and  the Higgs Boson.!

‡!
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As for the name ...!

 1972: Ben Lee (Rochester Conf. at FNAL) named “Higgs 
boson” and the “Higgs mechanism”.§!

§ Peter Higgs: My Life as a Boson.!
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 Prospects of the SM Higgs Searches at the Tevatron! Prospects of the MSSM Higgs Searches at the Tevatron!¢    

 Higgs mechanism + EW unification theory �
[Weinberg, 1967; Salam,1968] �

Prediction of the existence of 
massive Higgs boson [Higgs,

1964] �

QED (1950’s) �

EW unification theory �
[Glashow,1960] �

The Breaking!The Symmetry!

Yang-Mills Theory 
[Yang, Mills,1954] �

Spontaneous symmetry breaking 
in particle physics [Nambu,

1960;Goldstone,1962] �

Recollection:!
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1. The SM Lagrangian:!

The Higgs:!

Pure gauge sector:!

B. Higgs Boson Interactions!
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The Fermions:§!

However, a fermion mass must flip chirality:!
!
and thus not SM gauge invariant!!

Need something like a doublet:!
!
!
that’s the Higgs doublet!!

§ P. Langacker: TASI Lectures 2007.!

Gauge invariant, massless.!
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The gauge invariant Yukawa interactions:!

 After the EWSB,  !
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 2. Higgs Boson Couplings:!

Thus, where ever is mass, there will be H!!
The Low-Energy-theorem:!
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Feynman rules:!
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Exercise 7: Verify the Goldstone-boson Equivalence 
Theorem by examining the HWW vertex. !
Hint: Use                          . It should give you HHH vertex.!

Exercise 6: Verify the above Feynman rules by 
invoking the low-energy theorem: !

Goldstone-boson Equivalence Theorem: !
At high energies E>>MW, the longitudinally polarized gauge 
bosons behave like the corresponding Goldstone bosons. 
(They remember their origin!)!
!
Caution: Very often, we say at high energies, MW ! 0. 
Rigorously speaking, we mean: g, MW ! 0, but MW/g ! v/2.!


